
A REVIEW OF THE GRIZZLY MAN A DOCUMENTARY BY WERNER

HERZOG

I persevere. So speaks Timothy Treadwell, balanced somewhere between the grandiose and the manic, in Werner
Herzog's "Grizzly Man.".

In addition to presenting views from friends and professionals, Herzog narrates and offers his own
interpretations of events. The documentary is an uncommon meeting between Treadwell's loony idealism, and
Herzog's bleak worldview. It's as if Herzog yearns to be persuaded he is wrong--and on an emotional level
perhaps senses he already has been. Grizzly People is a "grassroots organization" concerned with the treatment
of bears in the United States. Scared straight, he gradually reinvented himself, and by the early 's was
summering in Katmai, home to about 2, grizzlies. He even praises Treadwell as a good filmmaker: as
Treadwell stands talking in the foreground of the frame, the bears play behind him or scoop up salmon in
sparkling water; in other shots, a couple of foxes leap across the grass in the middle of a Treadwell
monologue. Herzog speculates that their staying later in the season ultimately resulted in the deaths of
Treadwell and Huguenard. Was Timothy Treadwell an inspired radical operating outside the academic
naturalist establishment - or a pain in the neck with personal issues? Some directors do that. One park ranger
suggested that the bears were so confused by Treadwell's direct, casual contact that they weren't sure how to
react to him. So speaks Timothy Treadwell, balanced somewhere between the grandiose and the manic, in
Werner Herzog 's "Grizzly Man. I think that's what you should do because it will be the white elephant in your
room all your life. But in doing so, he crossed an invisible borderline. What remains is his footage. I think he
twisted it around a bit. Treadwell's watch, still ticking, is found on his severed arm. By then, the bears familiar
to him had gone into hibernation. If we didn't already know Timothy Treadwell's awful fate, it would be
enough to say: a star is born. By Manohla Dargis Aug. Synopsis[ edit ] Herzog used sequences extracted from
more than hours of video footage shot by Treadwell during the last five years of his life. It should not be
sitting on your shelf in your living room all the time. As another example, Treadwell claimed he had "gained
the trust" of certain bears, sufficient to approach and pet them. That summer he had as always left the Grizzly
Maze in September to fly back to California. She quoted Treadwell as saying, "'If I die, if something happens
to me, make that movie. Letterman had joked that Treadwell would be eaten by a bear. But he also angrily
claimed, in some of his looniest soliloquies, that he was "protecting" the bears from poachers or even the
federal authorities. I persevere. Even with his city-kid background, I found myself mesmerized by what he
could do with animals. He demands that God make it rain and, what do you know, it does. A magnificently
clever and dextrous narrative puzzle. His summer expeditions consisted of stays at two locations, an open
plain he called the Sanctuary and a dense, forested thicket by a lake he dubbed the Grizzly Maze. The site's
consensus states: "Whatever opinion you come to have of the obsessive Treadwell, Herzog has once again
found a fascinating subject. I will not die at their claws and paws! This film is rated R. Herzog believes that
Treadwell's death among the bears renders his life among the bears a kind of bleak joke. You make it. We
would hear, he tells us, Treadwell screaming for Amie to run for her life, and we would hear the sounds of her
trying to fight off the bear by banging it with a frying pan. The Opposite of Sex  Advertisement "My life is on
the precipice of death," Treadwell tells the camera. By familiarizing them with human contact, he increased
the likelihood that they would approach human habitation seeking food, and cause a confrontation in which
humans would kill them. Beauty enters first in "Grizzly Man," which opens with two bears grazing on a
spectacular stretch of green in the Katmai National Park and Preserve, a nearly five-million-acre swath on the
Alaska Peninsula. They will take me out, they will decapitate me, they will chop me up into bits and pieces
I'm dead.


